Benefits for ICV members

**CAREER KICK MEMBERSHIP**
The international community of controllers brings our members forward, offers the opportunity to share experiences and information and significantly contributes to career development.

**ALWAYS UP TO DATE**
Participation in work groups and meetings and in ICV events as well as regular publications - print and online - ensure access to current know-how and the possibility of practical experience exchange.

**LIFELONG LEARNING IN THE NETWORK**
The ICV is a platform for colleagues from a wide variety of sectors, cities and countries. Throughout their lives and careers, our members can learn from and grow together with each other.

**WE KNOW WHAT YOU WANT**
The ICV is an established, experienced organization. The needs of our members are our focus. Our members can trust in always finding a suitable contact person for their concerns.

### Awards
- The ICV Dream Factory is a renowned think tank in controlling. With top-class experts, it carries the signs of the times, visions and new incentives into the Association. The mixture of thoughtfulness and everyday practice in the Association flows into the publications of the ICV.

### Knowledge Publications Literature
- The ICV publication series is an excellent source of valuable knowledge. For ICV members, the specialist publications are available free of charge or at reduced prices. The ICV is also a partner in studies that members can attend.

### Expert work groups / Sector work groups
- In the expert work groups and the sector work groups of the ICV, the participants are dedicated to the needs of specific challenges or industries. Members from around the ICV world are welcome to share the knowledge from their area of expertise.

### Regional work groups
- Controllers meet in the ICV work group of your region, regardless of industry and experience. Everyone's benefits, similarities are just as important as the differences.

### Congress of Controllers Munich
- The international controlling community meets traditionally in spring at the CONGRESS OF CONTROLLERS in Munich, the largest controlling conference in Europe. In one and a half days more than 500 participants can expect an agenda packed with information, exciting speeches, excellent speakers and exhibitors, combined with a well-organized supporting programme, which offers enough time and opportunities for networking.

### Conferences also in your region!

### First class education and training
- CA and the ICV, as strategic partners, ensure that members and graduates in corporate management and controlling are well-informed, knowledgeable and have access to the international network.

### Social Media Communication
- The ICV uses various social media platforms to communicate with various stakeholder groups. The ICV Communications Team monitors developments, tests new platforms and organises day-to-day operations.

### Newsletter Communication Webinars
- Information from the controlling community every 2 weeks in German, once a month in English. If you don’t want to miss important topics, events, publications, etc., sign up for the free newsletter.

### Research and studies
- How does the control and the job controller develop? How do successful companies work? Where does your own company stand compared to others?

### Magazine
- Read about expert knowledge and opinions in leading journals or publish them yourself as an author. The ICV works together with recognized partners.

### Companies & Cooperations
- Associate members of the ICV are DB AG and voestalpine AG. About 200 companies have decided to become a corporate member of the ICV.

### Cooperation Partners of the ICV:
- CA controller akademie, ICV International Group of Chartered Accountants, Mittelstand e.V., CTA Controlling Expertise Austria AG (MAG), University of Applied Sciences Erfurt, University of Applied Sciences (FHE) and others.

### Awards
- ICV Controlling Excellence Award
- ICV Young Professional Award
- Green Controlling Award (Partner)

### Knowledge Publications Literature
- ICV Dream Factory as a Think Tank
- Recognizing key trends
- Initiating innovations
- Sharing knowledge with members

### Expert work groups / Sector work groups
- 17 expert work groups
- 4 sector work groups
- Concentrated expert know-how
- Development of practical, innovative problem solutions

### Regional work groups
- 60+ work groups in 15 countries
- 2-3 meetings per year
- Professional network on site

### Congress of Controllers Munich
- Central conference in spring
- Regional conferences in autumn
- Top speakers, current topics
- Networking, also international

### First class education and training
- CA controller akademie and the ICV are strategic partners
- Training programs
- Step by step to Controlling Excellence

### Social Media Communication
- Professional publications
- Discussion groups
- Exchange of opinions
- Community & networking
- Advertising events

### Newsletter Communication Webinars
- Controlling e-News
- ICV Bulletin (ENG)
- “Think Tank Quarterly” (PDF/DE & ENG)
- ICV expert work group webinars
- E-Newsletter (DE & ENG) as well as in country regions

### Research and studies
- Operations Efficiency Radar (Roland Berger)
- WHU Controller Panel
- Studies with renowned partners like DFGC, Decision Performance Conseil, BARC, SAP, Thinking Networks etc.

### Magazine
- Controller Magazin
- CM Speziali e.g. „Controlling International“
- FINANCE

### Companies & Cooperations
- Associate members
- Corporate membership
- Cooperation Partners